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PHOTOLUMINESCENCE, MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND
PHOTOCATALYTIC ACTIVITY OF Gd3+ DOPED ZnO NANOPARTICLES
O. OPREA*, O. R. VASILE, G. VOICU, L. CRACIUN, E. ANDRONESCU
University Politehnica of Bucharest, Faculty of Applied Chemistry and Materials
Science, Romania,
Nanocrystalline ZnO particles doped with Gd(III) ions were prepared by a simple sol-gel
method from methanolic solution of zinc acetate dihydrate, aqueous solution of
Gd(NO3)3·9H2O, and starch. By calcination of the xerogel at 400oC we obtained
nanopowders of ZnO doped with Gd(III) ions. The dopant percentage was increased up to
5%. Optical investigation shows that the Gd doping in ZnO lattice leads to a decrease in
the near band edge position due to the introduction of new unoccupied states by Gd 4f
electrons. The blue-green luminescence is enhanced by increasing the Gd(III) percentage.
In addition, the photocatalytic activity was investigated against methylene blue.
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1. Introduction
Semiconductor nanoparticles have attracted interests of many academic and industrial
researchers because of their unusual optoelectronic properties. Wurtzite ZnO is an n-type
semiconductor with a wide band-gap. Nanosized ZnO can be utilized in electrochemical fields
including chemical sensors [1], photocatalysts [2, 3], phosphors [4], thin films [5] and dyesensitized solar cells [6].
Pure zinc oxide is a degenerate semiconductor with a wide bandgap (3.3 eV) and has
transparent properties in the visible range of the spectrum. Therefore, it is used in the production
of many optoelectronic devices as transparent conducting oxides (TCO), like solar cells or flat
panel displays. In order to improve the TCO properties of ZnO, it is usually doped with metallic
ions. Doping of ZnO with magnetic transition metals (TM) creates ferromagnetic properties at
room temperature (RT FM) and might form dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) [7]. The
suitability of DMS for spintronics applications is derived from its ability to dope a fraction of host
semiconductor cations with magnetic ions. Theoretical prediction suggests that the common
semiconductors doped with qualified TM in the range of several atomic percent lead to the
development of the RT FM [8].
Few works were conducted on magnetic properties of rare-earth-doped ZnO [9-11].
It has been noted that the local structure and magnetic properties of doped ZnO are
strongly sensitive to the preparation parameters [12]. It is known that the solid solubility of a
dopant in a matrix depends on the preparation method and conditions, especially the temperature
during preparation, the annealing temperature, the doping concentration, and even the matrix grain
size [13,14]. Therefore, different values of solid solubility are noted in the literature.
A variety of structural defects may exist in the ZnO nanoparticles, which will influence the
electronic and optoelectronic properties. The intrinsic defects commonly found in ZnO are zinc
interstitials (Zni), zinc vacancies (VZn), oxygen interstitials (Oi), oxygen vacancies (VO), oxygen
antisites (OZn), and zinc antisites (ZnO). A detailed description about these defects has been
reported by Kohan et al [15].
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ZnO have been prepared by adapting synthetic methods developed by Koch et al. [16],
Bahnemann et al. [17], or Spanhel et al. [18]. We have reported [19] that nanocrystalline ZnO
particles can be successfully prepared through controlled hydrolysis of zinc acetate in methanol, at
low temperature, and ambient atmosphere, without using any alkaline solution.
Samples with different Gd to Zn content were synthesized by a new sol-gel method, from
methanolic solution of zinc acetate dihydrate, aqueous solution of Gd(NO3)3·9H2O, and starch.
The samples were structurally characterized by means of FTIR, UV-Vis and PL spectrometry,
XRD, TEM, HRTEM and SAED.
2. Experimental procedure
Zinc acetate dihydrate, Zn(Ac)2·2H2O and Gd(NO)3·9H2O with 99.9% purity, were
obtained from Merck. Absolute methanol and starch was used as received from Sigma without
further purification.
ZnO synthesis
0.01 moles Zn(CH3COO)2 2H2O were dissolved in 50 mL methanol. Corresponding
quantities (1, 2.5 and 5%) Gd(NO)3·9H2O were solved in 10mL H2O. The solutions were poured
together under magnetic stirring and 1 g of starch was slowly added (Fig. 1). The solution was
heated at 60oC for 2 hrs, and then was kept for 3 days at the ambient temperature. A sample from
the obtained xerogel was submitted to thermal analysis to establish the calcination temperature.
From the TG curve, we choose 400oC as calcination temperature, as no mass loss was detected
over this temperature. The annealing time was 2 hours. The final product obtained after calcination
was a white powder. We have prepared four ZnO samples by this method with 0%, 1%, 2.5% and
5% Gd(III).
Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O

Ln(NO3)3.9H2O

Solution
Starch
Gelification
Maturation

400oC
Lanthanide doped
ZnO

Fig. 1. The schematic process for obtaining the Gd(III) doped ZnO nanopowder.

3. Experimental techniques
a)
Electron Microscope Images. The transmission electron images were obtained on
finely powdered samples using a TecnaiTM G2 F30 S-TWIN high resolution transmission electron
microscope from FEI, equipped with STEM/HAADF detector, EDX (Energy dispersive X-ray
Analysis) and EFTEM - EELS (Electron energy loss spectroscopy) operated at an acceleration
voltage of 300 KV obtained from a Shottky Field emitter with a TEM point resolution of 2 Å and
line resolution of 1.02 Å.
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b)
X-ray Diffraction. X-ray powder diffraction patterns were obtained with a Shimadzu
XRD6000 diffractometer, using Cu Kα (1.5406 Å) radiation operating with 30 mA and 40 kV in
the 2θ range 10–70o. A scan rate of 1o min-1 was employed.
c)
Infrared Spectroscopy. The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded
using the KBr pellet technique on a Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer in the 4000–400 cm-1
frequency range. A total of 30 scans and a resolution of 1 cm-1 were employed in getting the
spectra.
d)
Thermal analysis. Thermal behaviour of the ZnO nanopowder was followed by TGDSC with a Netzsch TG 449C STA Jupiter. Sample was placed in alumina crucible and heated
with 10K·min-1 from room temperature to 900o C, under the flow of 10 mL min-1 dried air.
e)
Photoluminescence spectra. Photoluminescence spectra (PL) were measured with a
Perkin Elmer P55 spectrometer using a Xe lamp as a UV light source at ambient temperature, in
the range 200-800 nm, with all the samples in solid state. The measurements were made with scan
speed of 200 nm·min-1, slit of 10 nm, and cut-off filter of 1%. An excitation wavelength of 320 nm
was used.
f)
Diffuse reflectance spectra measurements were made with a JASCO V560
spectrophotometer with solid sample accessory, in the domain 200-800nm, with a speed of
200nm·min-1.
g)
Photocatalytic activity was determined against methylene blue (MB) solution, 10-4 %,
by irradiation with an Hg lamp. Samples of 0.0251 g powder were inserted in 20 mL solution of
MB. At defined time intervals a sample of 2mL was taken out and its UV-Vis spectra was
recorded.
h) The measurements of magnetic properties were made using vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM, Lakeshore 7304, Lakeshore Cryotronics, Inc., Westerville, OH, USA).
4. Results and discussions
The thermal analysis (Fig. 2) was recorded to establish the calcination temperature for the
xerogel. Up to 120oC there is a mass loss of 4.35%, accompanied by an endothermic effect,
corresponding to water elimination. The next two mass loss steps (- 80.44%) correspond to
combustion of starch and decomposition of organic residue and nitrate ion. Virtually no mass loss
was recorded after 400oC. The residual mass (Gd(III) doped ZnO nanopowder) represent 15.34%.

Fig. 2. TG-DTG curves for the obtained xerogel with 5% Gd(III)

The Fig. 3 shows the FT-IR spectra for the Gd(III) doped ZnO (5%) powder obtained by
calcination at 400oC. The absorption bands near 3400 cm-1 were attributed to O-H stretching
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vibration, coming from the surface OH groups and the 1634 cm-1 corresponds to water molecules
adsorbed on the ZnO nanoparticle’s surface. Even if the synthesis is carried out at 400oC not all
the surface adsorbed OH groups are removed. In addition, the handling of the nanopowder was
done in the ambient atmosphere so there is a possibility that some water molecules to come from
the air also. Another two strong absorption bands were observed at 439 and 504 cm–1. The band at
504 cm-1 may be associated with oxygen deficiency and/or oxygen vacancy defect complex in ZnO
[20]. Changes of oxygen composition can be evaluated also indirectly by variation of intensity of
the spectroscopic band at 439 cm-1 because this mode involves vibrations of only the oxygen
sublattice [21,22]. As air or oxygen annealing of ZnO usually diminishes the Vo defect density,
but also increase the number of Oi type defects, we correlate the intensity of these bands with the
number of Oi type defects. This increase of Oi type defects should translate into an enhanced green
emission in PL spectra.

Fig. 3. The FT-IR spectra of Gd (III) doped ZnO nanopowder (5%).

The crystalline phase formation was investigated by X-ray diffraction. The XRD data
presented in Fig. 4A sustain also the FTIR data, demonstrating the formation of ZnO as final
product [ASTM 80-0075]. All patterns can be indexed to a hexagonal wurtzite structure. The XRD
patterns show that there was no second-phase peak and that the doping did not change the wurtzite
structure of ZnO. Signals that could be assigned to crystalline Gd, Gd oxide or Zn–Gd alloys
particles in the XRD have not been found. However, we cannot rule out the possibility of the
formation of precipitates or clusters of secondary amorphous phase small enough not to be
detected by the XRD measurements.
The crystallite size of the samples can be estimated from the Scherrer equation,
D = 0.89·λ/β·cosӨ, where D is the average grain size, λ is the X-ray wavelength (0.15405 nm), Ө
and β are the diffraction angle and FWHM of an observed peak, respectively. The strongest peak
(101) was used to calculate the average crystallite size (D) of ZnO particles. The estimated average
crystallite size is 34-35nm for all samples.
The lattice constant calculated for ZnO as obtained are a = b = 3.24Å, c = 5.21Å. For the
other samples the values are presented in table 1. For the doped samples, the c parameter is less in
comparison with its value for the undoped ZnO, which suggests that ions Gd3+ ions replace the
Zn2+ lattice sites or interstitial sites in the sample [23]. Although the change is small, the
concentration of the dopant plays a role in the variation in the c-parameter, which is an indicator
for the Gd doping in ZnO.
The Bragg angle of the intense (101) reflection showed a slight shift ∆(2Ө101) toward
higher values relative to that of undoped ZnO. This is evidence for the creation of internal
compressive micro stress [24]. This slight peak shift ∆(2Ө101) is a result of structural strain
(εs=−∆Ө(101) cotӨ(101)), which is of the order of 10−2. This strain is caused by a compressive
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microstress (σst) that can be estimated by: σst ≈(3 εs)·B, where B is the average bulk modulus
which is usually about 143 GPa for ZnO [25]. Table 1 show that the obtained values for σst are in
the range of 22.87 to 67.82 GPa, which is less than what is expected for ZnO. Dakhel et al [26]
explained this in terms of oxygen vacancies in the ZnO crystalline structure created by the
introduction of Gd(III) ions, which decreases its lattice parameters. It is known that the more
oxygen is introduced into the crystalline structure, the stronger the resulting tensile stress [27].
Therefore, the sample with 5% Gd should have relatively the largest oxygen-vacancy content,
which should be translated in the strongest blue green fluorescence.
Table 1. Lattice parameters and the structural analysis results for the undoped and Gd(III) doped ZnO
powders

Sample
ZnO
ZnO/ Gd 1%
ZnO/
Gd
2.5%
ZnO/ Gd 5%

Lattice constants (nm)
a=b
c
0.324
0.521
0.324
0.520
0.324
0.519
0.323

A

0.517

D (nm)

εs (·10-2)

σst (GPa)

36.309
36.344
36.379

FWHM
(101)
0.244
0.241
0.238

33.8
34.3
34.7

5.33
10.65

22.87
45.69

36.413

0.237

34.9

15.81

67.82

2Ө(101)

B

Fig. 4. (A) XRD patterns of undoped ZnO powder and Gd-doped ZnO powder samples at
different doping levels 1%, 2.5% and 5%; (B) Detail of the shifting of the Bragg angle of
the (101) reflection.

The TEM bright field image, Fig. 5a, of Gd-doped ZnO nanoparticles (5%) obtained after
an annealing time of 2 hours at 400oC reveals that the powder is composed from polyhedral shaped
particles, with an average particle size of approximately 30 nm. The nanopowder presents a
tendency to form agglomerates.
Additional information about the structures of the nanoparticles was found through
detailed analysis with HRTEM. The HRTEM image, figure 4b, shows clear lattice fringes of
interplanar distances of d = 2.72 Å for nanocrystalline ZnO, corresponding to Miller indices of (1
0 0) crystallographic planes of hexagonal ZnO. In addition, the regular succession of the atomic
planes indicates that the nanocrystalites are structurally uniform and crystalline with almost no
amorphous phase present.
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Fig. 5. (a) TEM
T
images of
o ZnO polyheedral shaped particles
p
obtaiined by 2 hourrs annealing
at 400oC - SAED
S
pattern of planes of hhexagonal stru
ucture ZnO [A
ASTM 80-00755]; (b)
HRTE
TEM with the ((1 0 0) crystallographic planes of ZnO

From the selected
s
areaa diffraction ppattern obtaiined on ZnO
O nanopowdeer, we can state that
the onnly phase ideentified is the crystallinee hexagonal form of ZnO
O [ASTM 800-0075]. Mo
oreover,
the SA
AED image of ZnO nan
noparticles coonfirms the Miller indicces of charaacteristic cry
ystalline
structuures identifieed by XRD (iinset of figurre 5a).
The literatture is abund
dant in reporrts of ZnO photolumines
p
scence. The photolumineescence
spectraa of ZnO pow
wders usually
y presents tw
wo emission peaks in the UV and visiible ranges [2
28], the
relative intensity of
o which strongly depennded on O2 pressure
p
useed during thee synthesis process
p
[29].
The U
UV emission correspondss to the near band-edge emission
e
(NB
BE) and the visible emisssion is
commoonly referredd to as a deep
p-level or traap-state emission [30].
The relativve strength of
o NBE to deeep level deffect emission
ns exhibits a dramatic threshold
dependdence on surrface roughn
ness: surfacee optical em
mission efficiiency increasses over ten
nfold as
roughnness decreasees to unit cell dimensionns, highlightiing the coupled role of ssurface morp
phology
and neear-surface deefects for hig
gh efficiencyy ZnO emitteers [31].

Fig. 6. Phhotoluminescen
nce spectra off undoped ZnO
O powder and
d Gd-doped ZnnO powder
samplles at differennt doping levells 1%, 2.5% and 5%

High iintensity of the green an
nd blue-greeen luminesceence versus NBE are reeported in litterature
wheneever the lumiinescence speectra is recorrded on pow
wders as obtaiined, withouut further treaatments
(simple annealing or
o annealing in presence of reducing atmosphere)) [32, 33].
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It has been reported that the sub-band-gap emission in ZnO depends on the morphology of
the nanostructures. [34-36]. A blue-green emission at 453 nm and a green emission at around 557
nm as found in literature for nest like nanoparticles [35] and emissions at 421 nm, 482 nm, and
532 nm for nanocones [36]. For as nanorods, most of the spectral weight is in the sub-bandgap,
centred on 625 nm [32].
The results, figure 6, show that the as-synthesized samples have a wurtzite structure, with
a weaker UV emission, and two blue-green emissions, one centred at 484 nm (with a shoulder at
460 nm) and a second at 517 nm. The weak UV emission at 400 nm is assigned to the free exciton
emission from the wide band gap of ZnO (NBE). This peak is shifted to 392 nm upon increasing
the dopant percentage. The shift in the band edge position is suggested to be due to the influence
of Gd doping in ZnO.
The increase in the Gd(III) ions percentage has a direct effect on the intensity of the bluegreen emission. The 5% Gd doped ZnO nanopowder present an increase in PL emission with 15%.
The increase in intensity takes place systematically, which confirms the occurrence of doping
dependence on the intensity. According to literatures, the enhancement of green emission is caused
by the removal of electron capture centres on the surface of nanocrystals or the removal of
nonradiative decay channels [37, 38]. This behaviour can be correlated with the formation of OZn,
VZn, Oi defects by dissociation from oxygen-rich states that is responsible for the stronger bluegreen band [39,40].

A

B

Fig. 7. Diffuse reflectance spectra (A) and plot of the transformed Kubelka-Munk function
vs. the energy (B) for the Gd-doped ZnO powder samples at different doping levels 1%,
2.5% and 5%.

The electronic spectra recorded for Gd-doped ZnO powder samples are presented in
Fig. 7a.
The fundamental absorption refers to the optical transition of electrons from the valence
band to conduction band and can be used to determine the nature and values of optical band gap of
the nanoparticles [41, 42]. For analysis purposes the diffuse reflectance, R, of the sample can be
related to the Kubelka-Munk function F(R) by the relation F(R)=(1-R)2/2R, [43]. To determine the
band-gap energies (Eg) for the Gd-doped ZnO powder samples, a plot of the square of the
modified Kubelka-Munk function vs. the energy is presented in the figure 7b. This yields the direct
band gap energy. Adopting the method proposed by Cao et al.,[44] the band-gap energies (Eg) for
the Gd-doped ZnO powder samples are determined to be 3.13 eV, by the extrapolation to
[F(R)·hν]2 = 0. The calculated band gap for the Gd-doped ZnO powder samples is smaller than
that for pure ZnO, which is in good agreement with the fact that doping ions will introduce new
electronic levels inside the ZnO band gap.
Magnetization curves as a function of applied magnetic field (M-H) at RT of samples are
revealed in Fig. 8, where the contributions of the paramagnetism (PM) signals of the samples were
deducted.
Due to the partially filled f-orbitals that carry magnetic moments, RE ions may take part in
magnetic coupling like TM with partially filled d-orbitals. While is expected that the magnetic
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coupling strength of d-orbitals to be greater than those of f-orbitals, Gd(III) presents both 5d and 4f
partially filled orbitals. So both can take part via intra-ion 4f-5d exchange interaction followed by
inter-ion 5d-5d coupling mediated by charge carriers.

Fig. 8. The magnetization vs magnetic field curves for the Gd-doped ZnO powders.

It can be seen that the doped samples exhibit hysteresis curves with the different saturation
magnetization (Ms), which indicates that all the doped samples have the clear RTFM. It’s sure that
the RTFM is induced by doping of Gd(III). Furthermore, the magnetism of the samples depends
strongly on the doping Gd(III) content, and Ms per Gd(III) ion decreases monotonously from 49
μB/Gd (Zn0.99Gd0.01O) to 21 μB/Gd (Zn0.95Gd0.05O) as the increase of the doping content.
This could be due to antiferromagnetic alignment caused by the increased number of Gd atoms
occupying adjacent cation positions. A similar effect was observed in Co-doped ZnO [45] and Erdoped ZnO [46] systems. Our magnetization measurements reveal a high magnetic moment of up
to 49 µB per Gd atom. This huge magnetic moment can be understood in terms of a long-range
spin polarization of the ZnO matrix by Gd.

Fig. 9. Determination of photocatalytic activity of undoped ZnO powder and Gd-doped
ZnO powder samples versus methylene blue: a) after 60 min; b) after 180 min; c)
comparative evolution of absorption maximum (658nm) vs irradiation time.
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Like many thiazine dyes, MB has a tendency to dimerise. The dimer of MB, (MB)2, has
an absorption maximum at 614 nm [47] vs 658 nm for the monomer MB [48]. The decreases of
both absorption maximums indicate that all samples have a photocatalytic activity. As the results
indicate, figure 9, all the Gd-doped samples have a better activity than undoped ZnO powder. The
increase in the Gd(III) percentage in the ZnO nanopowders leads to an increasing photocatalytic
activity. As XRD results indicate only a minor increase in grain size, we can attribute this increase
activity directly to the formation of more surface defects as Gd(III) percent increase. These results
are confirming the conclusions from photoluminescence analysis.
5. Conclusions
A synthetic method for the undoped ZnO and Gd-doped ZnO nanocrystalline powder
using starch has been presented. The sol-gel process produces a xerogel that was calcinated at
400oC for 2 hours. The Gd(III) ions were incorporated in the ZnO lattice, XRD analysis indicating
existence of a single phase compound, wurtzite. The samples exhibited blue-green
photoluminescence by the UV excitation, the presence of Gd(III) enhancing the emission. TEM
and XRD data sustain the formation of a single phase, monodisperse crystalline Gd-doped ZnO
nanopowder. The band gap value of doped samples is smaller than the band gap value of the bulk
ZnO. All samples exhibit an unusually high value of µB per Gd atom, but the value decrease as we
increase the percent of the doping ion.
The samples exhibited blue-green photoluminescence by the UV excitation, the presence
of Gd(III) enhancing the emission. Also with increasing of Gd(III) percent, we notice an increase
in the photocatalytic activity. Both effects, enhanced luminescence and better photocatalytic
activity can be explained by an increasing in the surface defects associated with lattice distortion
induced by Gd(III) ions.
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